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About This Game

The robots you design will change the world! Will you show them the true meaning of love, or conquer Alaska with your robot
army?

Choice of Robots is an epic 300,000-word interactive sci-fi novel by Kevin Gold, where your choices control the story. It's
entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Build a unique robot character–you choose everything from its shape to what it calls you

Instigate or prevent a robotic uprising

Teach your robots to love humanity, or disdain it

Build an artificial intelligence suitable to take control of the world's governments

Start a war against the United States, and win

Marry a human or an advanced robot, and start a family

Play out thirty years of your life as a brilliant robot maker, from graduate school near the present day to a future in which your
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robots have changed everything. Depending on your choices, your robots may be independent or obedient, clumsy or graceful,
empathic or cold…and you yourself may live to an old age happily married or alone with only robots to comfort you.

Play as male or female, gay or straight, with nine characters to romance, four alternate climax chapters, and over seventy
achievements to unlock.
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It's pretty quick to play through. I have not played the new game + yet, but I thoroughly enjoyed the story and almost cried a
couple times.

The game controls are a little weird at first. It took me awhile to realize I could face forwards and backwords.

New ghosts would bring new things into the house and I enojyed exploring the house over and over to discover new things. Very
fun game!. Very nice blend of generative music and puzzles. Nice to see a music game that isn't a note reading exercise. I wish
the levels were bigger though, that they transformed into more layers or similar. Right now, at least for easy levels, you get an
abrubt break in the nice music the game and the puzzle solution is creating.. More great content for one of the finest strategy
games available on Steam.. \u0421\u0422\u0420\u0410\u0428\u041d\u041e, \u0412\u042b\u0420\u0423\u0411\u0410\u0419!.
Current WR holder for any% here. Intrusion Protocol is a wonderful sit-down platformer experience with exquisite controls.
Every death I've had, whether it was during my blind playthrough or in my record run, felt like it was my fault - a trolltastic
feeling that most platformers in this same vein get wrong. The game's on the short side, but it was absolutely built with
speedrunning in mind, and I plan the time as far down as I can.. Players who are fond of combats and use Fire Arrows often this
is the gear for them as this outfit includes health regeneration and prevents stumbling and knockdowns and the Serpent Lash
bow gives the ability to shoot powerful and fiery fire arrows and looks very beautiful.. May become a good game, i like it and
have a lot potential but right now its big mess.
The game simply dont save, it gets stuck at 40% sometimes 50% and never end the task. It does create a save file image but then
you cant load it or delete it.
Very, very unbalanced, at least in normal mode, population consume more food and water than they can produce. Crazy
nonsence math mechanic at the moment, for example takes 30 days for 4 people to produce 12 food, 8 days for 3 people
produce 3 water. You cant even feed those who produce much less the others required for other buildings.
Days pass way too fast, people take 2-3 days to go from one side of the small village to the other to tend basic needs, half die
along the way obviously, not that they will have food or water available anyway....
Day and night cycle makes no sence, unless the game is set in another planet, where it only gets dark once a month.
I do belive in this team but i cant recomend this game, not yet.. Going into this game knowing full well of what I was graphically
delving into ... Bounces around .. known. Holds the point within the realm as far as fictitious bulls*** politics goes. Would be
holding its own up to what I was expecting ... If it didn't take me ten minutes to figure how to get out of the comic strip portion.
Sumbliminal.. subtle not by the least. Had fun listening to the Devs throw shade in their own right. Interesting if you're into this
sort of thing. Seven dollars worth of sarcasm. All else .. you get what you pay for.. This game is kind of a mixed bag. I'll start
with the good stuff.

-The graphics are OUTSTANDING. If you take the time to admire the environment, the amount of detail that went into the
 textures, lighting etc. is better than some AAA games.

-The combat isn't just a brain dead "fire until you have no ammo" for once and requires some strategy and stealth. The AI also
has a unique way of fighting that I've never seen in a game before (I won't spoil it.)

-The soundtrack is very nice (couldn't find any other words.)

-The controls are very responsive and you can quickly execute a number of actions.

As for the bad stuff...I couldn't really find anything to complain about except the story. I finished the game within 8 hours, but
that's because I rushed through some levels and didn't collect some items (which I regret now.) At the end of the 8 hours and the
final credit scene closed I felt a little incomplete. However, I still would recommend this game, as this game is unique and is a
good expierience.

TLDR: Everything about this game is amazing and if you don't mind having a somewhat incomplete ending, I would heavily
recommend this game.

. Well i played this for a while and found it very addictive game as if you love tanks as i do then this game is right up your street
i found the graphics is very good for this type of game and i like the idea of completing missions so to get money and cards to
build and improve your tanks.
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The sound is very good too and i am not getting any issues with this game as some has stated with online play.

when i say it is addictive game i truly mean what i said as you will need to be prepared for many sleepless nights when you get
into this game.

It's not the very best tank game i have ever played but it is almost the best as i have played tank games on playstation and PS2
and commodor and so on.

this game is like a arcade version first person tank game that you would see some years ago on an Atari system or at a Arcade
but it has that building part of it that makes it much better.

The AI is very good too as enemy tanks will spot you very quickly once your in there range.

I can see the developer has created a very good game and at a very cheap price at (\u00a33.99) GBP which i think is very cheap.
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Charming tower defender that isn't quite worth the purchase price

If it piqued your interest enough to look this far then yes, it's a servicable enough tower defense. I wish I could
recommend it full heartedly but it's just a little lacking in features.

The pros are that the game functions well, has a charming aesthetic and game logic to it, and a fair balance of tech
trees, early, mid and late game options.

The problem is that the game starts too slow and finishes too quickly. There are only four tower types and three of
them are unlocked through subsequent gameplays. You could (and I did) easily unlock the hardest difficulty without
having access to the final tower type.

All difficulties are the same map (with some randomness thrown in but not enough to be meaningful in gameplay) with
the same amount of waves and the same order\/type of enemies.

In short? If the game was fleshed out a bit more it woudl be an easy recommendation. As is, you should probably wait
until it hits a price point that you think will reflect a good value for 1.5-2.5 hours of gameplay.

Hope the dev doesn't feel despirited by this reveiw if they read it. Will be giving a positive rating, keep up the good
work, you just need to flesh out the basic concepts of your game a bit more now that you have WONDERFUL and solid
mechanics in place.. I could hardly believe the breathless testimonials. Nausea from the variable acceleration and
cringing from the overblown cliches were all I felt. Had to cut it short within two minutes.. Waste of money i want my
money back. i tryed this on my dk2 and been waiting a long time to try it again on my vive and im not dissapointed at
all, the added effects and revamped version is amazing, good work.. Weeks ago, I found this game by accident on the
Steam store. I shared a link to it with a friend just to joke about how weird it f#cking looks. He joked about gifting it
to me as a joke, and at the end days of the Summer sale, he actually did it. And holy f#ck, what a let-down this thing is.
Now sure, I wasn't exactly sure what to expect from it, but the whole game falls flat on my opinion. And as I usually do,
I'll start by talking about it's negative points.

First and foremost, the gameplay. It's f#cking boring. Have you ever played Arkanoid? Then this is it. The bulk of the
gameplay is the exact same f#cking thing. And the worst part is, it's easy as hell until you reach higher levels, however
to reach higher levels you gotta keep playing for 10 minutes in a game where even when you try to get yourself killed, it
doesn't seem to happen.

Second, is the gimmick with the LSD-like effects. Sure they look cool, but the novelty of them wears off stupidly fast.
Here's the thing: the game on itself is boring and easy, adding those effects makes it nearly impossible to see what's
happening... But it won't matter because of you hold the trigger and move in one direction while spamming A, you'll
still last for 15 minutes despite not knowing what in the actual f#ck is happening. What's the point of the effects? To
make it harder? To look cool? Who knows, but it really doesn't do much to enhance the gameplay, it's just there as a
selling point.

Third, the price. 3\u20ac ain't too bad but you'll expect a game this kind of average to get some sort of good deal
during big sales such as the Summer sale, which might I add, for most people it's the biggest one in Steam. Well, not
for this game. All it got was a miserable 15% discount with is nearly unnoticable. I even though of buying the game
myself before the sale if it did get a good discount but 15%? Even games that got released months ago got better
discounts. And honestly, the game isn't worth neither 3\u20ac or 2,40\u20ac. Maybe 1.

Lastly, the game looks... Kinda bland. Not talking about the seizure-inducing effects, those look cool, but the rest of the
game? All enemies are a variation of smiley faces either straight or turned upside down, the backgrounds rarely change
the balls are those same MS-Paint-looking smiley faces but green and at times with hats, most of it looks bland as hell,
like something straight out from the deepest parts of the Steam Greenlight.

Does the game have anything good though? Well...

The game works well with controllers. It's to be expected though, since as far as I'm aware, it was released first on
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Xbox360 and then re-released on Steam.

The dev\/s did put a lot of effort on the LSD-like effects and the sounds. And for that they should be deeply
commended.

...But I honestly can't think of anything else. I haven't played this game much, yeah. But there isn't really much to see
before you've seen it all. The whole game is all about some amazingly looking effects that don't really add up much to
the whole experience. Maybe it's fun to play this while high, who knows. But you gotta be high as hell on my oppinion
to play too much of it. I sure as hell though, gonna tell my friend to look if he can refund gifts.

TL;DR Edition: Cool effects and sounds on an underwhelming pong game that's not even pong, IT'S F#CKING
ARKANOID with smiley faces all over the place. The whole game is based around the novelty of having seizure-
inducing effects that won't let you see sh#t. It's a cool concept but executed poorly. Couldn't even stand an hour of this
thing before I got sick and bored of it.. the game forces you to play left handed, or right handed using the left
controller... very weird. mildly unpleasant on a game that i would otheriwse like. This game is so... smooth.
Feelsgoodman. One of the first third person shooters, and still one of the best.
If you didn't play this when it came out you need to get it now.. totaly useless cars...
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